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What does your design show?

My design shows a funny situation where, to save a cat's meal, you should cut the rope with your
Victorinox, otherwise the cat will "fly away". In this illustration i gave importance to the Swiss
aspect of the brand with red color ( the fondue pot is red, the balloon with the logo is red), to
preserve the swiss identity.
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What is the unique idea about your design?

I think, what is really unique in this idea, is the illustration itself. I did it because i found funny the
idea that a cat is flying away with a balloon, while is eating a fondue..and in the mean time a
mice is looking at him, close to the cheese..like is trying to steal some of it. I think in life, we need
something funny, because smiling is the best way to live better your days, and why not smile
because of your knife?
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Is there a special story behind your design?

Not really, it's just i like cats and draw funny stories.
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